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[1] In order to investigate the intermittency of the aeolian saltation, a saltation model,
forced with instantaneous velocity fields, has been introduced in a Large Eddy Simulation
airflow model. The coupled model is evaluated on a flat erodible surface under various
wind conditions and soil particle-size distribution. It is first shown that the model is able
to simulate a well-developed saltation layer in equilibrium with the turbulent flow. The
main characteristics of the saltation layer and their sensitivity to wind conditions are in
good agreement with previous data set. Then, the saltation intermittency is visualized
through the presence of blowing sand structures near the surface, known as aeolian
streamers. This is the first time that such structures are reproduced numerically. From a
correlation analysis, we confirm previous thoughts that these sand structures are a visual
footprint of past turbulent eddies propagating in the surface boundary layer. The
streamers appear to be embedded in larger saltation structures with increasing wind
conditions. The spatial scales of these streamers change with wind conditions and soil
particle-size distribution. This is explained by two mechanisms: (1) the modification of
eddy structures with the main characteristics of the saltation layer, and (2) the reduction
of saltating particle sensitivity to the near-surface eddies with increasing wind condition
and soil median particle diameter, as the eddy lifetime decreases within the saltation layer
and the particle response time increases, respectively. The standard deviation of the
saltation flux associated to these saltation patterns represents about 10% to 20% of the
mean saltation flux.
Citation: Dupont, S., G. Bergametti, B. Marticorena, and S. Simoëns (2013), Modeling saltation intermittency, J. Geophys. Res.
Atmos., 118, doi:10.1002/jgrd.50528.

1. Introduction
[2] Soil erosion by wind has many environmental, cli-

matic, and health implications. Wind-blown sand is known
to modify the topography through the formation of sand
dunes and sand ripples [Bagnold, 1941; Shao, 2008]. But
it may also damage young crops or orchard plants through
abrasion or immersion/uprooting [Sterk, 2003]. Wind-blown
dust is responsible (1) at local scales for impoverishing soil
in organic matters and nutrients, and so for reducing soil
ability to retain moisture [Field et al., 2010], and (2) at large
scales for modifying radiative transfers in the atmosphere
[Sokolik et al., 2001], impacting cloud and precipitation
formation [Rosenfeld et al., 2001; Yin et al., 2002; Levin et
al., 2005], and so impacting the energy budget of the Earth
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[Miller and Tegen, 1998; Tegen, 2003]. The presence of dust
in the atmosphere may induce human health issues related to
air quality deterioration [Bonasoni et al., 2004], inhalation
of minute particles (< 10�m) [Derbyshire, 2007] or spread
of disease carried by the particles [Schlesinger et al., 2006;
Bell et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2010]. Recent studies also
indicated that the deposition of dust on oceans may impact
marine biochemistry and climate [e.g., Schulz et al., 2012].
Our concerns on above issues have increased over the last
few decades as a consequence of the expansion of drylands
over the Earth, resulting from human activities [e.g., Li et al.,
2004]. The large range of spatial and temporal scales (from
local to global scales) involved in aeolian erosion and the
sensitivity of these processes to many factors such as wind
conditions, surface heterogeneities (rocks, vegetation cover,
and topography), or soil properties (humidity, texture, and
mineralogy), show the complexity of the whole soil erosion
process. Being able to simulate soil erosion is desired for
predicting dust storm or for identifying good landscape man-
agement practices to reduce soil erosion. The present study is
focusing on modeling wind-blown sand over dry bare soils.

[3] Since the initial work of Bagnold [1941], it is well
recognized that when the wind becomes sufficiently strong,
three modes of aeolian particle motions may appear: creep,
saltation, and suspension motions. These modes are related
to different ranges of particle diameters composing the
erodible surface. Creep motion consists of large particles
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(500 to 1000�m) rolling and sliding along the ground sur-
face without losing contact with the ground due to their
large inertia. Smaller particles (20 to 500�m) lose contact
with the ground as forces due to wind shear are able to
exceed cohesive forces between soil particles. These parti-
cles move through a succession of short bounces along the
surface (hopping motion of sand particles). This motion cor-
responds to the saltation process that remains in the lower
first meter of the surface atmospheric boundary layer form-
ing the saltation layer. When reaching the ground, these
particles can rebound or splash up other particles, increasing
successively the number of particle in saltation. As saltat-
ing particles take part of their momentum from the flow, the
wind velocity decreases within the saltation layer with the
number of saltating particles, until a saltation equilibrium
state is reached [Owen, 1964]. The saltation bombardment
of the ground (sandblasting) can also eject dust particles
(< 20�m) that would otherwise remain confined at the
surface as their cohesive forces are much larger than for
saltating particles. Lifted dust can then be transported away
from the saltation layer by turbulent motions and travel over
hundreds of kilometers within the atmosphere [Shao, 2008]
as the gravity force of dust particles is negligible compared
to the aerodynamic force. This last motion corresponds
to suspension.

[4] Saltation is a key process in soil erosion as it is the
primary driver for dust emission. This is why saltation has
been largely studied from wind-tunnel [Shao and Raupach,
1992; Nalpanis et al., 1993; Rice et al., 1995; Iversen and
Rasmussen, 1999; Rasmussen and Sorensen, 2008] and field
experiments [Greeley et al., 1996; Gillette et al., 1997;
Namikas, 2003]. Research has especially focused on (1)
assessing the threshold friction velocity at which saltation is
initiated; (2) quantifying the horizontal mass flux of saltat-
ing particles following wind intensity, soil particle size, and
ground characteristics; (3) assessing the feedback between
particles and the flow; and (4) investigating particle-ground
interactions (rebound and ejection). From these studies, a
large range of saltation models has been developed, going
from analytical models [Sorensen, 1991; Raupach, 1991],
semi-empirical parameterization of the threshold friction
velocity, the horizontal mass flux, and the saltation rough-
ness length [Bagnold, 1937; Owen, 1964; Marticorena and
Bergametti, 1995; Shao and Lu, 2000], to complex models
accounted for the main physical processes involved in salta-
tion [Ungar and Haff, 1987; Werner, 1990; Anderson and
Haff, 1988; Shao and Li, 1999; Andreotti, 2004; Almeida
et al., 2006; Kok and Renno, 2009]: particle trajectory res-
olution, parameterization of the ejection or the splashing
of particles from the surface, reduction of the wind speed
within the saltation layer, and development to a steady state
of the saltation layer. However, most of these complex mod-
els are valid for idealized cases and difficulty exportable
to heterogeneous environment as the wind is simply rep-
resented by a logarithmic profile, although some turbulent
fluctuations have been recently added to this profile in the
model of Kok and Renno [2009]. Only few of these models
resolve explicitly the wind flow and its complete interaction
with particles, allowing them to be applicable in heteroge-
neous configuration, although it has never been done. Hence,
Shao and Li [1999] and Almeida et al. [2006, 2007] coupled
a saltation model with a Reynolds-averaged type wind-flow

model using a statistical k – � turbulence scheme. However
these models only simulated mean wind fields, without sim-
ulating explicitly the main turbulent structures present in the
surface boundary layer, and they neglected the impact of the
turbulence on particle motion.

[5] The process of saltation is very intermittent in time
and in space due to the turbulence of the flow and to surface
heterogeneities in terms of topography, surface moisture,
roughness elements, or soil texture [Gares et al., 1996; Stout
and Zobeck, 1997; Jackson et al., 2006; Durn et al., 2011].
One visible demonstration of this intermittency is the devel-
opment of aeolian streamers, known also as sand snakes,
over erodible surfaces such as beaches. They correspond to
elongated structures with high saltating particle concentra-
tion, meandering laterally, merging and bifurcating as they
move downwind [Baas and Sherman, 2005; Baas, 2008].
Baas and Sherman [2005] investigated the spatial charac-
teristics and the formation of aeolian streamers from a field
experiment. Although they were not able to demonstrate the
link between aeolian streamers and the eddies of the flow,
they suggested that aeolian streamers are a visual footprint
of wind gusts propagating in the surface boundary layer.
Hence, the equilibrium state of the saltation layer has only
a statistical meaning. Accounting for turbulent structures in
saltation models appears therefore important [Shao, 2008],
especially for quantifying the intermittency of saltation.

[6] The large eddy simulation (LES) technique used in
wind flow modeling gives access to instantaneous dynamic
fields. With LES, eddy motions larger than twice the grid
mesh are explicitly solved whereas subgrid scale eddy
motions are modeled. Consequently, LES has the poten-
tial of simulating the intermittency of the saltation process
when coupled with a saltation model. However, modeling
saltation intermittency from a LES approach is still chal-
lenging because saltation occurs near the surface, within
a layer not exceeding 1 m height, where turbulent eddies
are small, modulated by the high concentration of saltat-
ing particles, and sensitive to the large-scale eddies of the
surface atmospheric layer. Hence, saltation involves a large
range of spatial and temporal scales that is still difficult
to account for due to computational resource limitation. To
our knowledge, the only attempt made so far to couple a
LES model with a saltation model has been performed by
Vinkovic et al. [2006]. Although Shao and Li [1999] talked
about LES regarding their model, it seems to us that they
used a k – � closure, and so they were not able to simulate
explicitly turbulent structures. Vinkovic et al. [2006] only
validated qualitatively their model on the development of a
saltation layer against wind-tunnel measurements, without
reaching equilibrium, with a negligible impact of particles
on the wind flow, with a monodisperse soil, and they did
not investigate the interaction between particle motions and
turbulent eddies.

[7] The goals of the present paper are as follows: (1) to
present a new model coupling an LES wind flow model with
a saltation model based on the previous work of Vinkovic
et al. [2006], (2) to compare qualitatively and quantitatively
the new model against previous observations on a flat erodi-
ble soil, for a steady state saltation layer and for various
wind conditions and soil particle-size distribution, and (3)
to investigate the intermittency of the saltation process in
relation to the turbulence structures of the flow.
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Table 1. List of Variables

Symbols Description Unit

Latin symbols
a constant involved in the calculation of Nej -
AN constant involved in the calculation of u�t -
Ap particle section area m–2

cp, cv specific heat of air at constant pressure and volume J kg–1K–1

C0 Lagrangian constant -
Cdp particle drag coefficient -
Cp vertically integrated number of particles m–2

Cpmax maximum value of the vertically integrated number of particles m–2

dp particle diameter m
e turbulent kinetic energy m2s–2

f (Rep) empirical relation depending on the particle Reynold number Rep -
fy wave number along the y direction m–1

Fi drag force term m s–2

g acceleration due to gravity m s–2

G mean horizontal mass flux kg m–2s–1

Gtot total horizontal mass flux kg m–1s–1

Lx, Ly, Lz domain size in x, y and z directions m
mj mass fraction of particles of the jth mode -
mp particle mass kg
nj number of mode -
npcell number of particles in a grid cell -
Nej number of newly ejected particles -
p air pressure Pa
prob (vej), prob (vreb) probability distribution of vej and vreb -
Preb particle rebound probability -
Q ratio between the real number of particles and the number of numerically -

resolved particles
Rcu zero time-lag correlation between Cp and u -
Sc, Su average spectra along the y direction of Cp and u m2s–2

St Stoke number -
t time s
TL Lagrangian correlation time scale s
Tp particle response time scale s
T� lifetime of resolved eddies s
u, v, w streamwise, spanwise and vertical wind velocity components m s–1

u� friction velocity m s–1

u�t threshold friction velocity m s–1

u�s saltation friction velocity m s–1

ui wind velocity component in direction i m s–1

umax maximum value of the wind velocity m s–1

upi particle velocity component in direction i m s–1

uref reference wind velocity at 2 m height m s–1

vej velocity of newly ejected particle m s–1

vimp impacting velocity of particle m s–1

vreb rebounding velocity of particle m s–1

Vcell volume of a grid cell m3

x, y, z streamwise, spanwise and vertical coordinates m
xi coordinate in direction i m
xp particle position m
z0 ground roughness length m
z0s saltation roughness length m
zm saltation layer height m

Greek symbols
˛div damping coefficient -
˛hej,˛hreb particle ejection and rebound angles toward a vertical plane in the streamwise ı

direction of the impacting particle
˛vej,˛vreb particle ejection and rebound angles toward the surface ı

ıij Kronecker symbol -
�x,�y,�z grid resolution in the x, y and z directions m
� dissipation rate of the SGS turbulent kinetic energy m2s–3

�tot total dissipation rate of the turbulent kinetic energy m2s–3

'i quantity characterizing the wind or the saltating particles in direction i -
� constant involved in the calculation of u�t kg s–2

�reb empirical parameter s m–1

� Von Karman constant -
�x,�y mean aeolian streamer length and width m
�j mass median diameter of the jth mode m
� air molecular kinematic viscosity m2 s–1
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Table 1. (continued)

Symbols Description Unit

�th, �tv horizontal and vertical eddy viscosities m2s–1

	 air potential temperature K

 air density kg m–3


p particle density kg m–3

�G mean standard deviation of Gtot kg m–1s–1

�j geometric standard deviation of the jth mode -
�reb standard deviation of the normal distribution of vreb ms–1

�˛hej,�˛vej,�˛hreb,�˛vreb standard deviation of the normal distribution of ˛hej, ˛vej, ˛hreb and ˛vreb
ı

�3� subgrid vertical heat flux K m s–1

�ij subgrid stress tensor m2s–2

�p particle momentum flux kg m–1s–2

2. Model
[8] The Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS,

version 5.1.5) originally developed at the Center for
Analysis and Prediction of Storms (CAPS), University of
Oklahoma, is used here for simulating aeolian soil erosion.
Initially, ARPS was developed for the explicit prediction
of convective and cold-season storms as well as weather
systems. A detailed description of the standard version of
the model and its validation cases are available in the
ARPS User’s Manual Xue et al. [1995] and in Xue et al.
[2000, 2001].

[9] For this study, a saltation model has been introduced
inside the ARPS model similarly as in Vinkovic et al. [2006].
This new model includes (1) a Lagrangian particle motion
equation that allows to track individual particle trajectories,
(2) a two-way interaction between the turbulent wind flow
and particle motions, and (3) a splash scheme to account
for particle rebound and ejection at the surface. The salta-
tion layer corresponds to a multiphase flow where particles
are assumed spherical with a diameter dp, a density �p and
a mass mp (= �d3

p�p/6). The atmosphere is considered neu-
trally stratified, which is a reasonable assumption during
saltation events. Finally, the saltation model has been paral-
lelized similarly as the wind flow part of ARPS in order to
use the complete model on multiprocessor machines. These
modifications introduced in the standard version of ARPS in
relation with the saltation model are detailed in the following
subsections. Table 1 lists all variables used in this paper.

2.1. Turbulent Wind Flow
[10] ARPS is a three-dimensional, nonhydrostatic,

compressible model where Navier-Stokes equations are
written in the so-called Gal-Chen or terrain-following coor-
dinates. The grid is orthogonal in the horizontal direction
and stretched in the vertical. The model solves the conser-
vation equations for the three wind velocity components,
pressure, potential temperature, and water. Wind compo-
nents and atmospheric state variables (air density, pressure,
and potential temperature) are split into a base state (here-
after represented by over-barred variables) and a deviation
(double-primed variables). The base state is assumed hori-
zontally homogeneous, time invariant, and hydrostatically
balanced. The conservation equations are implicitly filtered
toward the grid, in order to separate the small scales from
the large scales. Subgrid scale (SGS) turbulent motions, are
modeled through a 1.5 order turbulence closure scheme with

the resolution of an SGS turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
conservation equation (see Appendix A).

[11] In order to account for the presence of solid particles
within the flow, a drag-force term Fi is added in the momen-
tum equation (equation (1)), and its equivalent term is added
in the equation for SGS TKE (equation (A1)) in order to
preserve the energy budget. As all simulations in this study
were performed in a dry, neutrally stratified flow over a flat
terrain, the momentum equation presented hereafter is writ-
ten in Cartesian coordinates for a dry atmosphere. Although
the atmosphere is assumed neutral, the potential tempera-
ture equation (not shown) has to be solved because turbulent
motions are activated through initial turbulent perturbations.
The momentum equation, written for a Boussinesq fluid and
using the Einstein summation convention, therefore reads

@Qui

@t
+ Quj

@Qui

@xj
= –

1
�

@

@xi

�
Qp00 – ˛div

@� Quj

@xj

�

– g

 
Q� 00

�
–

cp

cv

Qp00

p

!
ıi3 –

@�ij

@xj
– Fi, (1)

where the overtilde symbol indicates the filtered variables
or grid volume-averaged variables, resulting from the grid
filtering. In this equation, t is time and xi (x1 = x, x2 = y,
x3 = z) refer to the streamwise, lateral, and vertical direc-
tions, respectively; ui (u1 = u, u2 = v, u3 = w) is
the instantaneous velocity component along xi, ıij is the
Kronecker symbol, ˛div a damping coefficient meant to
attenuate acoustic waves, p the air pressure, � the air density,
g the acceleration due to gravity, � the potential tempera-
ture; and cp and cv are the specific heat of air at constant
pressure and volume, respectively. The subgrid stress ten-
sor �ij is modeled as in Dupont et al. [2010] using an eddy
viscosity approach where the eddy viscosity is represented
as the product of a length scale and a velocity scale char-
acterizing the SGS turbulent eddies. The velocity scale is
derived from the SGS TKE (see Appendix A) and the length
scale from the grid spacing.

[12] The terms on the right-hand side of equation (1) rep-
resent, respectively, the pressure-gradient force term, the
buoyancy term, the turbulent transport term, and the drag
force term induced by the particles. This latter term is
modeled as follows:

Fi =
Q

Vcell

npcellX
p=1

1
2

CdpAp

ˇ̌̌
EQu(xp) – Eup

ˇ̌̌ �
Qui(xp) – upi

�
, (2)

where Vcell is the volume of a fluid grid cell, npcell is the num-
ber of numerically resolved particles in the grid cell, Qui(xi)
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Table 2. Values of the Saltation Friction Velocity u�s, Threshold Friction Velocity u�t Deduced
From Shao and Lu [2000], Mass Median Particle Diameter of the Soil �1, Ratio Q Between
the Real Number of Particles and the Number of Numerically Resolved Particles, Mean Lon-
gitudinal 	x and Lateral 	y Sizes of Aeolian Streamers, and Mean Lateral Spacing ıy Between
Aeolian Streamers, for the 10 Simulated Cases

Cases u�s (m s–1) u�t (m s–1) �1 (m) Q �x (m) �y (m) ıy (m)

1 0.41 0.26 200 200 2.7 0.4 0.70
2 0.54 0.26 200 600 2.3 0.3 0.65
3 0.65 0.26 200 1000 1.9 0.4 0.60
4 0.75 0.26 200 1400 2.2 0.4 0.50
5 0.93 0.26 200 3000 1.9 0.3 0.40
6 1.10 0.26 200 4500 0.9 0.3 0.40
7 0.57 0.24 90 28000 0.3 0.2 0.40
8 0.53 0.24 100 15000 0.3 0.2 0.50
9 0.54 0.29 300 200 3.4 0.4 -
10 0.54 0.33 400 50 6.0 2.1 -

is the resolved velocity component of the fluid along xi at
the particle position xp, upi (up1 = up, up2 = vp, up3 = wp)
is the instantaneous velocity component of the particle p
along xi, Ap (= �d2

p/4) is the section area of the particle p,
Cdp is the drag coefficient of the particle p (equation (4)),
and Q is a constant defined in the next paragraph. Since
the resolved fluid velocity components are only available
on a discrete grid, their values at the particle position were
deduced from a first order trilinear interpolation scheme.
In the lower grid cell, the horizontal wind velocity com-
ponents at the particle position were extrapolated from the
resolved fluid components of the second grid cell using a
logarithmic profile.

[13] All particle trajectories cannot be explicitly simulated
as it would require too much computational resources. Only
a statistical representative number of particles is considered
in each simulation. In order to simulate the equilibrium state
of the saltation process, a ratio Q between the real number
of particles and the number of numerically resolved particles
is introduced in the expression of Fi (equation (2)). In other
words, each resolved particle can be seen as a group of real
particles. This approach is similar to the one used in Almeida
et al. [2006]. In our simulations, Q is constant throughout the
domain. Its value is indicated in Table 2 for each simulation.
It was verified that the saltation results obtained from our
model remain similar with lower values of Q (half values),
meaning that the number of particle explicitly simulated is
statistically meaningful.

2.2. Particle Motion
[14] As the particle density is much larger than the density

of the carrier fluid and the particle diameter much smaller
than the Kolmogorov scale, the equation of particle veloc-
ity components upi simplifies as follows [Wang and Squires,
1996; Yamamoto et al., 2001; Vinkovic et al., 2006]:

mp
dupi

dt
=

1
2
�CdpAp

ˇ̌̌
EQu(xp) – Eup

ˇ̌̌ �
Qui(xp) – upi

�
+ mpgıi3, (3)

where the terms on the right-hand side of this equation repre-
sent the drag and gravity forces. The effect of nonlinear drag
is included in an empirical relation of Cdp [Clift et al., 1978]:

Cdp =
24
ˇ̌̌

EQu(xp) – Eup

ˇ̌̌
dp

f (Rep), (4)

where 
 is the molecular kinematic viscosity of the fluid
and f (Rep) is an empirical relation depending on the particle
Reynolds number [Clift et al., 1978; Vinkovic et al., 2006].

[15] Although recent studies suggested that interparticle
collisions may be significant near the surface for high wind
conditions [Dong et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2007], this pro-
cess has been neglected in this first version of the present
model as in most of previous saltation models.

[16] Close to the surface, most turbulent eddies are SGS
eddies and are therefore not explicitly simulated by the
LES model. Only their effect on large eddies is represented
through the SGS turbulence scheme. In order to account for
the effects of these SGS eddies on particle motions, Vinkovic
et al. [2006] developed a SGS stochastic model to compute
the SGS particle velocity. In this study, the SGS particle
velocity has been neglected as the lifetime of the smallest
resolved eddies is smaller than the particle response time
(see section 4.2).

[17] For the sake of clarity, the overtilde symbol on Qui will
be omitted from now on.

2.3. Particle Interaction With the Surface
[18] The splash scheme introduced inside ARPS derives

from the probabilistic models of Anderson and Haff [1991],
Shao and Li [1999], Andreotti [2004], Vinkovic et al. [2006]
and Kok and Renno [2009]. It has been adapted for the
present LES model, but it keeps the main characteristics of
the previous schemes, in particular in term of mean values
of rebound-ejection particle velocity, angle, and number. As
stated by Shao [2008], we should keep in mind that a large
part of these previous models relies on hypothetical param-
eterizations although they have been deduced from either
wind-tunnel observations or computational simulations.

[19] The ground or particle bed is composed of parti-
cles with various diameters that follow a multimodal mass
size distribution as proposed by Marticorena and Bergametti
[1995] where each mode has a lognormal distribution:

dM (dp)
d ln (dp)

=
njX

j=1

mj
p

2� ln(�j)
exp

�
(ln dp – ln�j)2

–2(ln �j)2

�
. (5)

In equation (5), nj is the number of mode, j refers to the jth
mode, mj is the mass fraction of particles of the jth mode, �j
is the mass median diameter, and �j is the geometric standard
deviation of the mode lognormal distribution. In simulations
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presented hereafter, only one mode of mass size distribution
is considered.

[20] Particle aerodynamic entrainment from the surface
is neglected as only well-developed saltation conditions are
studied here. Therefore, the flow friction velocity is always
larger than its saltation threshold value, and only parti-
cle rebound and ejection are considered in the model. The
breakage of the crystalline structure of mineral particles
or of aggregated particles as they impact the surface has
been neglected for simplification. When a particle reaches
the lower 0.5 mm layer above the surface, the particle is
assumed to rebound, eject other particles, or deposit on the
surface following its velocity. This layer of 0.5 mm repre-
sents a compromise between (1) the difficulty of defining
the surface in a well-developed saltation event due to the
high concentration of saltating particles at the surface, (2)
the neglect of particle rolling along the surface, and (3) the
neglect of interparticle collisions that should be important
close to the surface.

[21] The probability that a particle rebounds when it
impacts the surface is approximated by [Anderson and Haff,
1991]:

Preb = 0.95
�
1 – exp

�
–�rebvimp

��
, (6)

where vimp is the impact velocity of the saltating particle and
�reb is an empirical parameter of the order of 2 s m–1.

[22] The rebounding particle is characterized by its veloc-
ity (vreb) and angles toward the surface (˛vreb) and toward
a vertical plane in the streamwise direction of the impact-
ing particle (˛hreb). As suggested by Anderson [1989], vreb is
characterized by a normal distribution:

prob(vreb) =
1

p
2��reb

exp

 
–

(vreb – hvrebi)2

2�2
reb

!
, (7)

where hvrebi = 0.6vimp is the mean rebound velocity, and
�reb = 0.25vimp its standard deviation. The rebound angles
follow also a normal distribution with h˛vrebi = 30ı,
h˛hrebi = 0ı, �˛vreb = 15ı and �˛hreb = 10ı. The angle ˛hreb is
usually not mentioned in previous studies; values used here
remain speculative, but they should not impact strongly the
saltation process.

[23] The rebounding particle can also eject other parti-
cles. The number of newly ejected particles Nej is usually
proportional to the impact velocity of the saltating particle.
Following Andreotti [2004], Beladjine et al. [2007] and Kok
and Renno [2009], Nej is simply modeled as

Nej =
ap

ghdpi
vimp, (8)

where a is a constant that ranges between 0.01 and 0.05 [Kok
and Renno, 2009] and chosen here equal to 0.03, and hdpi =Pnj

j=1 mj�j is the mean soil particle diameter.
[24] Similarly as for rebounding particles, newly ejected

particles are defined by their initial velocity (vej), angles
toward the surface (˛vej), and toward a vertical plane in
the streamwise direction of the impacting particle (˛hej).
Anderson and Haff [1988] observed from simulations of
single-grain impacts into granular beds that the velocity of
the ejected particles vej increases linearly with vimp for vimp <
6 m s–1 and saturates at about 10% of vimp for higher values

of vimp. For this reason, Anderson [1989] suggested that vej
follows an exponential distribution:

prob (vej) =
1
hveji

exp
�

–
vej

hveji

�
, (9)

where we chose hveji = 0.08vimp [Rice et al., 1995]. As for
rebounding particles, the ejection angles follow a normal
distribution with h˛veji = 60ı, h˛heji = 0ı, �˛vej = 15ı and
�˛hej = 10ı. The diameters of the newly ejected particles are
taken randomly from the multimodal mass size distribution
of the soil (equation (5)). This approach is reasonable in the
present study as only one dominant population of particle
diameters (one mode) is considered in the next simulations.
However, for soils with a larger range of particle diameters
(several modes), choosing randomly the size of the newly
ejected particles could lead to a violation of the conserva-
tion of energy or momentum. In that case, our approach
should be revised. In the next simulations, it has been veri-
fied that, on average, the energy contained in the rebounding
and ejecting particles does not exceed the energy of the
impacting particle.

2.4. Numerical Details
[25] Ten three-dimensional simulations were performed

under a neutral atmosphere on an erodible flat soil charac-
terized by a mass size distribution with only one dominant
population (one mode). In the first six simulations (refer-
enced as cases 1 to 6), the mass size distribution of the soil
is identical (�1 = 200�m and �1 = 1.2) while the wind
condition increases from cases 1 to 6, the saltation friction
velocity u�s going from 0.41 to 1.10 m s–1, corresponding to
low to very high wind conditions, respectively. In the last
four simulations (cases 7 to 10), the wind conditions are sim-
ilar to that of case 2 (u�s around 0.54 m s–1) but the soil mass
median particle diameter changes from �1 = 90 to 400�m
with �1 = 1.2. The roughness length z0 of the soil is iden-
tical in all simulations and equal to 10�m. This value is
slightly higher than the roughness length of an homogeneous
soil of uniform 200�m diameter particles (assuming that
z0 = �1/30 following Nikuradse [1933]), and slightly lower
than the roughness length of a homogeneous soil of uniform
400�m diameter particles. The main differences between
these simulations are summarized in Table 2.

[26] As stated in the introduction, modeling saltation
intermittency from a LES approach is challenging due to the
large range of spatial and temporal scales involves in salta-
tion. On one side, the grid resolution of the model has to
be fine enough to simulate reasonably well the main eddies
within the saltation layer and to simulate the individual aeo-
lian streamers that should scale around 0.2 m width and few
meters long following the field study of Baas and Sherman
[2005]. On the other side, the computational domain has to
be long enough to simulate multiple aeolian streamers and
to simulate the large-scale eddies of the atmospheric sur-
face layer. Since our computational resources did not permit
to resolve together the main eddies of the saltation layer
and the large-scale eddies of the surface atmospheric layer,
a compromise has been chosen. All simulations were per-
formed within a unique computational domain, extending
over 20� 15� 12 m 3. This corresponds to 200� 150� 100
grid points in the x, y, and z directions, respectively, and
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Figure 1. Time variation of the total number of numerically resolved particles within the computational
domain of case 2 from the initialization of the saltation to its equilibrium state.

to a horizontal resolution x and y of 0.10 m. The verti-
cal grid resolution z is 0.01 m at the surface, and the grid
is stretched above following a cubic function of z, to reach
a grid resolution z of 0.23 m at the top of the domain.
With this resolution, we expect to simulate explicitly aeo-
lian streamers, but the size limitation of the domain does
not allow large-scale eddies from the atmospheric surface
layer to be resolved since they have a much larger spatial
scales than our domain. Finally, the flow and particle motion
equations were resolved with the same time step (0.0002 s),
which was chosen smaller than the lifetime of the main
eddies of the saltation layer and smaller than the response
time of particles.

[27] The mean wind is blowing along the x direction. The
lateral boundary conditions are periodic for both wind flow
and particle motion, which allows to simulate an infinite
erodible soil and so a well-developed saltation layer. The
bottom wind boundaries are treated as rigid and the surface
momentum flux is parameterized by using bulk aerodynamic
drag laws. A 3 m deep Rayleigh damping layer is used at
the upper boundary in order to absorb upward propagating
wave disturbances and to eliminate wave reflection at the
top of the domain [Xue et al., 1995]. Additionally, the flow
is driven by a depth constant geostrophic wind correspond-
ing to a base state wind at the upper boundary. The velocity
fields were initialized using a meteorological preprocessor
with a constant vertical profile of potential temperature and
a dry atmosphere.

[28] As stated in section 2.1, the number of numerically
resolved particles is controlled in the model by the con-
stant Q. In LES simulations of dispersed multiphase flows,
the usual approach to determine the number of particles
necessary to obtain a representative statistical sample, con-
sists successively (1) in varying the number of particles
distributed randomly in the simulated turbulent flow, (2) in
calculating the statistics of the flow at the position of the
particles, and (3) in comparing them with the flow statis-
tics [Wang and Squires, 1996]. A sufficient sample size
is reached when both statistics are similar. In presence of
saltating particles, this approach cannot be used. Instead,
the representative statistical number was deduced from case
2 by verifying that the saltation statistics obtained with
this number were identical as the statistics obtained with a
double number of particles (Q divided by 2). A similar time-
averaged number of particles was then applied in all cases,
and we further verified for each case that the time-averaged

vertically integrated distribution of particles was continuous
in the x – y plane.

[29] Simulations were performed in two steps. The flow
dynamic was first solved without saltation. Once the flow
dynamic reached an equilibrium state with the soil, then
10 000 initial resolved particles were released randomly
within the lower 0.3 m depth layer above the surface, and
the saltation model was activated. Saltation events of 10 min
were simulated. After the flow and the saltation have reached
an equilibrium state, statistics on the wind and saltating par-
ticles were computed from a horizontal- and time-averaging
procedure. Horizontal averaging was performed over all x
and y locations at each considered z, and time averaging was
performed over 41 instantaneous three-dimensional sam-
ples (including all grid point of the computational domain)
collected every 20 s during a 400 s simulation period, start-
ing 200 s after initiating saltation. Consequently, a quantity
'i characterizing the wind or the saltating particles can be
decomposed into 'i = h'ii + '0i , where the symbol hi
denotes the time and space average and the prime denotes
the deviation from the averaged value.

3. Model Evaluation
[30] In this section, the space-time average characteris-

tics of the wind-particle feedback and of the saltation layer
obtained from the present model over a bare erodible soil are
analyzed and compared against previous results available in
the literature.

3.1. Wind Particle Feedback
[31] In order to verify that the simulated saltation lay-

ers reach an equilibrium state, Figure 1 shows the time-
varying number of resolved particles within the computa-
tional domain for case 2, from the release time of saltating
particles within the domain (t = 0 min) to the simulation end.
Just after the release of particles, the number of particles
increases drastically due to the splashing process of parti-
cles impacting the surface, but rapidly, the number decreases
as the wind velocity near the surface is reduced by parti-
cles through momentum extraction. This feature corresponds
to the saltation overshoot process predicted by Anderson
and Haff [1991] during the initial stage of development
of saltation and before saltation reaches an equilibrium.
Latter, Shao and Raupach [1992] confirmed from a wind
tunnel experiment the presence of this overshoot process
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Figure 2. (a) Vertical profiles of the mean horizontal wind
velocity hui normalized by its reference value uref at 2 m
height and (b) vertical profiles of the mean momentum flux
hu0w0i, for case 2 with and without saltating particles. The
grey area represents the saltation layer.

downwind from the leading edge of a saltating surface. After
about t = 0.5 min, the number of particles within the com-
putational domain reaches the mean value observed during
the next 9 min, meaning that a statistical equilibrium of the
particle number within the domain is reached, with a mean
value around 600 thousands (which corresponds to 6�106Q
real particles), and indicating the equilibrium of the salta-
tion layer. The fluctuations of the particle number observed
around its mean value confirm that the equilibrium state
of the saltation layer has only a statistical meaning. The
same behavior of time-varying particle number within the
computational domain is observed in all cases.

[32] The behavior of the wind above the erodible sur-
face and its modification due to the presence of saltating

particles is now analyzed through the average normal-
ized wind velocity hui and momentum flux hu0w0i profiles
obtained without and with saltating particles for the case 2
(Figure 2). Other cases give the same profile behavior and
are therefore not shown.

[33] Without particles, the flow responds to a constant
flux layer where the velocity profile exhibits a logarithmic
form and the momentum flux profile is constant. The flow
friction velocity u� is deduced from hu0w0i at z = 2 m,
u2
�

= |hu0w0i|, and the roughness length of the soil z0 is
deduced from the logarithmic form of the velocity profile,
hui = (u�/�) log(z/z0), where � = 0.40 is the Von Karman
constant, using a regression procedure. A roughness length
of 10�m is obtained for all simulated cases. The departure
of the flow from the characteristics of a constant flux layer is
expected near the surface, with a sharper decrease of hui and
a decrease of hu0w0i. Due to the low resolution of the flow
near the surface, and to the fact that most of the turbulence
near the surface is subgrid scale, this departure starts prob-
ably too high in our simulations. However, this discrepancy
should not impact significantly saltating particle motions as,
very close to the surface, they are not sensitive to the time
scales of near-surface turbulent eddies. This point is further
discussed in section 4.

[34] With particles, hui exhibits a sharper decrease near
the surface than without particles, hu0w0i is enhanced
throughout all the domain, and the turbulent kinetic energy
is reduced near the surface (figure not shown). These flow
modifications are explained by the extraction of momen-
tum from the flow by particles through drag force, added
with an enhancement of the turbulence dissipation and of
the apparent roughness length of the surface (see further).
Still a logarithmic profile and a constant momentum flux
are observed above about z = 0.30 m but with different val-
ues of the friction velocity and roughness length compared
to the case without particles, corresponding to the saltation
friction velocity u�s and to the saltation roughness length
z0s, respectively. This behavior is consistent with the sim-
ulations of Shao and Li [1999]. The friction velocities u�s

u*s/u*t

z 0s
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)
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Figure 3. Comparison between simulated (dots) and semiempirical (lines) saltation roughness length z0s
against the saltation friction velocity u�s normalized by the threshold friction velocity u�t. The semiem-
pirical z0s are deduced from current expressions available in the literature as summarized in Sherman
and Farrell [2008] and Shao [2008]: (1) z0s = Ccu2

�s/g with cc = 0.08 [Rasmussen et al., 1985],
cc = 0.24 [Farrell, 1999], cc = 0.02 [Owen, 1964]; (2) z0s =

�
Au2
�s/2g

�1–r zr
0 with r = u�t/u�s and

A = br˛
2 exp(–�/Gr), br = 8, ˛ = 0.63, � = 0.577216 and Gr = 1 [Raupach, 1991; Shao, 2008], and (3)

z0s = Cm (u�s – u�t)2 /g + z0 with Cm = 0.132 [Sherman, 1992]. The threshold friction velocity u�t was
deduced from the empirical expression of Shao and Lu [2000].
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obtained above the saltation layer are given in Table 2 for all
simulated cases.

[35] The values of z0s obtained from the present model
as a function of u�s normalized by its threshold value u�t
are presented in Figure 3. Here u�t was deduced from
the parameterization proposed by Shao and Lu [2000]:
u2
�t = AN

��
�p – �

�
ghdpi/� + � /

�
�hdpi

��
with AN = 0.0123

and � = 3 � 10–4 kg s–2, which was preferred than the
Bagnold’s [1941] one, since it accounts for particle cohe-
sive force and aerodynamic lift. On the same figure, the
values of z0s obtained from the Charnock [1955], modi-
fied Charnock [Sherman and Farrell, 2008], and Raupach
[1991] relationships applied for field conditions are pre-
sented for comparison. Note that recent analytical models
of z0s based on physical principles [Durn and Herrmann,
2006; Pahtz et al., 2012] are not presented here due to their
complexity. The saltation roughness lengths of the different
parameterizations exhibit a large variability in magnitude.
The values of z0s obtained from the present model appear
to increase with u�s, independently on soil particle-size dis-
tribution (cases 7 to 10). This trend is in agreement with
previous observations, with a closer match with the one
predicted by Raupach’s [1991] parameterization. However,
z0s appears lower than Raupach’s [1991] prediction with
a difference going up to an order of magnitude for high
wind conditions. The reviews of Shao [2008] and Sherman
and Farrell [2008] on the various existing parameteriza-
tion of z0s showed that z0s is smaller by about an order
of magnitude in wind tunnel condition than in field condi-
tion for similar wind conditions. Hence, the values of z0s
obtained from our model are closer to wind tunnel condi-
tions than field conditions. The reason for this difference
between wind tunnel and natural environment is still not
well understood [Shao, 2008]. Raupach [1991] argued that
it could be related to the equilibrium of the saltation layer
that is usually not fully reached in wind tunnel experiment.
More recently, Sherman and Farrell [2008] suggested that
the inability of wind tunnel experiment to reproduce the
large coherent structures of the atmospheric boundary layer
could explain the discrepancy between wind tunnel and field
experiments. Similarly as wind tunnel conditions, our sim-
ulations do not account for the largest coherent structures
of the surface atmospheric layer because of the limited size
of our computational domain (see section 2.4). This could
explain the lower values of z0s obtained from our model
compared to field condition but other explanations could be
advanced such as the idealized particle bed used in our sim-
ulation compared to complex heterogeneous sand beds in
natural conditions.

[36] In conclusion, the saltation process reaches an equi-
librium with the wind flow. The mean characteristics of the
simulated wind flow in presence of saltating particles are
consistent with previous observations. These results give us
confidence in the ability of the present model to simulate
accurately the mean interaction between the wind flow and
the saltation layer.

3.2. Saltation Layer
[37] There is no consensus on the definition of the height

zm of the saltation layer as it is usually difficult to determine
it from measurements. It is usually assessed as the height
below which a certain percentage of the total mass flux is
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Figure 4. Saltation height zm as a function of the salta-
tion friction velocity u�s normalized by the threshold friction
velocity u�t, deduced from the 10 simulated cases.

reached. Only few studies reported values of zm with contra-
dictory behaviors of zm with wind conditions [Dong et al.,
2012; Kok and Renno, 2008]. We found it more appropriate
here to define zm as the height above which particles have
a negligible impact on the mean wind flow. Hence, zm was
deduced as the height where the particle momentum flux
�p(z) reaches 0.1% of the above flow momentum flux �u2

�s,
which corresponds approximatively to the height below in
which 99.5% of the total mass flux is present. Here �p was
computed as

�p(z) =

*
Q

LxLyz
X

p
mpu0pw0p

+
, (10)

where the sum is performed on numerically resolved par-
ticles located between z and z + z; Lx and Ly are the
length and width of the computational domain, 20 and
15 m, respectively.

[38] Figure 4 presents, for all cases, zm as a function of
u�s/u�t. For the same soil particle-size distribution (�1 =
200�m), zm increases linearly with u�s, from 0.22 m to
0.55 m, for u�s = 0.41 to 1.10 ms–1, respectively. Note that
the same tendency has been observed when zm is deduced
from the horizontal mass flux profile instead of the particle
momentum flux profile. This behavior of zm with u�s is con-
sistent with the classic saltation theory of Bagnold [1941]
and Owen [1964], although they predicted an increase of zm
in u2
�s, and consistent with the wind tunnel and field mea-

surements of Dong et al. [2006] and Dong et al. [2012],
respectively, and with the model prediction of Kok and
Renno [2009]. On the other hand, it is in contradiction with
Kok and Renno [2008] who extracted zm from the field
experiments of Greeley et al. [1996] and Namikas [2003]
and found no clear tendency of zm with wind conditions.
Kok and Renno [2008] argued that the constant value of
zm with wind conditions could be related to the role of
sand electrification in saltation, but this explanation needs
further research.

[39] Under similar wind conditions (similar u�s), zm
reaches a minimum value for a median soil particle diame-
ter of �1 = 100�m. This feature is explained by the balance
between inertia, gravity, and drag forces applying on air-
borne particles. Hence, for 100 < �1 < 400�m, the largest
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Figure 5. Particle-size distribution within the saltation
layer compared to the distribution at the ground, for (a)
�1 = 90�m, (b) �1 = 200�m, and (c) �1 = 400�m.

particles impact the ground with higher velocities due to
their larger gravity, and so rebound or eject particles that
go higher. For �1 > 400�m, we suspect that the gravity
force becomes much larger than the drag and inertia forces,
decreasing the height of particle trajectories and so the salta-
tion height. On the other hand, for �1 < 100�m, the gravity
force becomes much lower than the drag force, and so, parti-
cles start to be transported higher by turbulence structures of
the flow, reaching the limit between saltation and suspension
motions. This sensitivity of the height of particle loops to
particle size has been also shown by Shao and Li [1999], and
is confirmed here by the distribution of particle sizes with
height compared to that on the ground (Figure 5). For �1 =
200�m (Figure 5b), as well as �1 = 300�m (not shown),
larger particles are observed in the upper saltation layer than
at the surface; for �1 = 400�m (Figure 5c), the distribution
is almost constant with height, going slightly toward smaller
particles with height; and for �1 = 90�m (Figure 5a) and
�1 = 100�m (not shown), smaller particles are observed in
the upper saltation layer with increasing height. Gillette and
Chen [1999] analyzed also the size distribution of airborne

particles within the saltation layer. However, their results
are difficult to compare with the present ones since field
measurements include also suspension particles, these lat-
ter ones resulting from sandblasting of the surface by
saltating particles.

[40] Within the saltation layer, the decrease of the wind
velocity is accentuated as a transfer of momentum from
the flow to saltating particles occurs. The mean particle
momentum flux profiles �p are presented for cases 1 to
6 in Figure 6a, corresponding to various wind conditions,
and for cases 2 and 7 to 10 in Figure 6b, correspond-
ing to various soil particle-size distributions. The particle
momentum flux �p increases exponentially with depth as
expected from Owen’s [1964] saltation model and observed
by Shao and Li [1999] with their numerical model. At the
surface, �p increases with u�s, to reach about 50% of the
above flow momentum flux in case 6. For similar wind con-
ditions, �p/

�
�u2
�s
�

exhibits a similar shape for soils with
�1 � 200�m, while for soils with �1 � 100�m, the
flow momentum near the surface is almost totally absorbed
by particles.

[41] The vertical profiles of the mean horizontal mass flux
hGi normalized by the total flux hGtoti are presented for cases
1 to 6 in Figure 7a, and for cases 2 and 7 to 10 in Figure 7b.
The instantaneous horizontal mass flux was computed
as follows:

G(x, y, z) =
Q

xyz
X

p
mpup, (11)

where the sum is performed on numerically resolved parti-
cles located between x and x +x, y, and y +y, and z and
z + z. As observed in previous wind tunnel experiments
[Nalpanis et al., 1993; Greeley et al., 1996; Rasmussen and
Sorensen, 2008], hGi decreases exponentially with height,
the slope increasing with u�s. For similar wind conditions,
the normalized profiles of hGi are identical for soils with
�1 � 200�m, except near the surface where hGi/hGtoti
decreases with increasing �1. On the other hand, for �1 �
100�m, the decay of hGi is more than exponential, which
explains the complete extraction of the flow momentum by
particles observed near the surface in Figure 6b.

[42] The total saltation flux hGtoti is the main output in
saltation studies as it quantifies the intensity of the soil ero-
sion. Figure 8 presents hGtoti simulated by the present model
as a function of u�s/u�t. For comparison, values obtained
from various parameterizations with saltating particles of
200�m diameter are presented on the same figure. As for z0s,
Durn and Herrmann [2006], Pahtz et al. [2012] and Lammel
et al. [2012] proposed physically based parameterizations
that are not presented here due to their complexity. The
saltation flux simulated by the present model increases expo-
nentially with u�s, as previously observed. The magnitude of
hGtoti is consistent with the various parameterizations. For
low friction velocities, hGtoti is closer to the parameteriza-
tion of Bagnold [1937] and for high friction velocities, closer
to the parameterization of Sorensen [2004]. While the val-
ues of hGtoti appear similar for soils with �1 � 200�m, they
increase for soils with �1 lower than 100�m. This last fea-
ture means that a larger mass of saltating particles is required
to reach a saltation layer in equilibrium with the flow for
soils with small particle diameters. This larger mass of
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Figure 6. Vertical profiles of the mean particle momentum flux �p normalized by the flow momentum
flux �u2

�s above the saltation layer, for cases with (a) various saltation friction velocities u�s and (b)
various soil median particle diameters �1.

particle is mainly concentrated near the surface as shown by
the profiles of the saltation flux.

[43] In conclusion, the model is able to simulate qualita-
tively and quantitatively the main characteristics of saltation
processes of an erodible flat surface. We observed that for
soils with small particle sizes (�1 � 100�m) some charac-
teristics of the saltation layer differ from the usual behavior,
related to a superior concentration of particles near the sur-
face. For these small particles, saltation and suspension
motions may coexist, and the spatial resolution of our com-
putational domain may not be sufficient close to the surface
(see section 4.4).

4. Particle-Eddy Interaction
[44] The novelty of our model compared to previous ones

is to simulate explicitly turbulent eddies of the flow and their
complete interaction with saltating processes. In this section,
we analyze the instantaneous behavior of the saltation pro-
cesses simulated by our model, with a particular focus on
aeolian streamers and their consequences on the saltation
flux variability.
4.1. Visualization of Aeolian Streamers

[45] Aeolian streamers are defined as elongated patterns
of high concentration of wind-blown sand in the streamwise
direction. In order to detect the presence of such patterns in
our simulations, Figure 9a presents an instantaneous view
of the vertically integrated particle concentration Cp field,
normalized by its maximum value Cpmax, in the horizontal

section x – y for case 1. We can see that the concentra-
tion field is spatially heterogeneous with the presence of
elongated patterns in the direction of the flow, corresponding
to high sand concentration regions surrounded by regions
with low concentration, similar as individual aeolian stream-
ers. An animation of this sand concentration field shows
that these elongated structures meander, merge, or bifurcate
over time, similarly as aeolian streamers observed by Baas
and Sherman [2005] (see the animation presented in the
supporting information).

[46] The length 	x and width 	y of these streamers were
estimated from time-average spatial autocorrelation of Cp in
the horizontal section. We defined the core of the streamer
as the region where the autocorrelation is higher than 0.4.
This value allows to extract the core of the streamers with-
out accounting for the low background correlation remaining
in some cases (mostly cases with large particle diameters)
over a long distance in the streamwise direction. For case 1,
streamers are about 2.7 m long, 0.4 m width (Table 2). The
two-dimensional Fourier transform of Cp averaged in time
and over longitudinal wavelengths shows a well-defined
maximum around 0.7 m for case 1 (Figure 10), corre-
sponding to the mean lateral spacing ıy between streamers.
These values of 	y and ıy are of the same order as the
0.2 m width and 1.0 m lateral spacing reported by Baas
and Sherman [2005]. The mean streamer length was not
explicitly reported by Baas and Sherman [2005]. However,
(A. Baas, personal communication, 2013) indicated that he
observed a lifetime of streamers of the order of 0.5 to 1.0 s
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 6 but for the mean saltation flux hGi normalized by the total saltation flux hGtoti.

and a propagation speed of 3.6 m s–1 [Baas and Sherman,
2005]. This yields to streamer lengths of about 1.8 to 3.6 m,
which compares very favorably with the range of 	x values
obtained from the present model. With increasing friction
velocity u�s and decreasing soil median particle diameter �1
(Table 2), we observed that ıy decreases. The well-defined

spectral peak observed in case 1 becomes a slight bump for
high wind conditions or even nonexistent for large soil par-
ticle diameters (Figure 10). This may indicate that streamers
become less visible with increasing wind conditions or with
increasing soil particle diameters. Similarly, 	x decreases
with increasing u�s and decreasing �1, while 	y remains
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Kok and Renno [2009]: (1) hGtoti = c

p
hdpi/D�u3

�s/g with D = 250�m and c = 1.5 [Bagnold, 1937]; (2)
hGtoti = c�u3

�s
�
1 – u2

�t/u2
�s
�

/g, with c = 0.25 – !t/3u�s where !t = –1.66
p
�pghdpi is the particle terminal

velocity [Owen, 1964]; (3) hGtoti = c�u3
�s (1 + u�t/u�s)

�
1 – u2

�t/u2
�s
�

/g with c = 2.61 [Kawamura, 1951;
White, 1979]; (4) hGtoti = c

p
hdpi/D�u3

�s (1 – u�t/u�s) /g with D = 250�m and c = 4.2 [Lettau and Let-
tau, 1978]; (5) hGtoti = �u3

�s
�
1 – u2

�t/u2
�s
� �
˛ + �u�t/u�s + ˇu2

�t/u2
�s
�

/g with ˛ = 0, � = 3.0 and ˇ = 3.9
[Sorensen, 2004]. The threshold friction velocity u�t was deduced from the empirical expression of Shao
and Lu [2000].
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Figure 9. Snapshot of horizontal cross sections (x – y) of (a) the vertically integrated sand concentra-
tion Cp normalized by its maximum value Cpmax, and (b) the streamwise wind velocity u at z = 0.1 m
normalized by its maximum value umax, for cases 1, 4, and 6 (from the top to the bottom).

constant with u�s and increases with �1. For the largest
u�s (1.10 m s–1) and the smallest �1 (90 and 100�m), the
spatial sizes of the streamers become close to the spatial
resolution of the wind flow. The independence of 	y with the
mean airflow characteristics was also observed by Baas and
Sherman [2005]. On the other hand, they did not observe any
sensitivity of ıy with wind conditions conversely to the
present results.

[47] Three different saltation transport patterns were iden-
tified by Baas and Sherman [2005] following wind condi-
tions: (1) “streamer families” for low wind condition, where
individual elongated regions of pronounced saltation are
observed surrounded by regions of low or no transport, (2)
“nested streamers” for medium wind condition, where mul-
tiple elongated regions of high saltation superpose on large
scale elongated regions of lower saltation, and (3) “embed-
ded streamers” for high wind condition, where elongated
regions of very high saltation are embedded in a large scale
saltation cloud. This evolution of the saltation transport
pattern from individual to embedded streamers with increas-
ing wind conditions is clearly visible from our simulations
(Figure 9a). In low wind conditions (u�s � 0.55 m s–1), we
observed multiple individual streamers surrounded by very
low saltation regions, even regions without saltation (con-

centration lower than 10 real particles per meter square),
corresponding to the first two transport patterns. In interme-
diate wind conditions (0.55 � u�s � 0.65 m s–1), smaller
elongated structures of very high sand concentration are
present within large scale structures, itself embedded in
a background saltation, corresponding to the “embedded
streamers” pattern. In high wind conditions (u�s �
1.10 ms–1), we do not see anymore streamers but large-scale
patterns of very high saltation. These saltation transport pat-
terns are also modified with the soil particle-size distribution
(figure not shown). Hence, for small particle diameter (�1 =
90�m), we do not see elongated structures but mostly small
patches of high saltation concentration, while for large par-
ticle diameter (�1 = 400�m), streamers appear longer and
larger embedded in large-scale structures that scale with the
computational domain size.

[48] In conclusion, aeolian streamers are present in most
of our simulations. Their spatial sizes appear to depend on
the wind condition and on the soil particle-size distribution.
The variations of the saltation transport patterns simulated
by the present model following the wind condition are in
good agreement with the three transport patterns identified
by Baas and Sherman [2005]. In order to understand the
sensitivity of the streamer size and of the saltation transport
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Figure 10. Average spectra along the spanwise direction (a) of the vertically integrated sand concentra-
tion Cp and (b) of the resolved-scaled streamwise wind velocity at z = 0.1 m, for (top) cases with various
saltation friction velocities u�s and (bottom) various soil median particle diameters �1.

pattern to the wind condition and to the soil particle-size dis-
tribution, the relationship between streamers and turbulent
eddies has to be clarified.

4.2. Aeolian Streamers and Turbulent Eddies
[49] Figure 9b presents instantaneous streamwise wind

velocity fields u at 0.1 m height, normalized by its maximum
value umax, for the simulated cases 1, 4, and 6, corresponding
to the same instant as the sand concentration fields Cp pre-
sented in Figure 9a. In cases 1 and 4, similar elongated
patterns are present in u and Cp fields. The presence of elon-
gated patterns in u fields is well known in neutrally stratified
flow. These structures have been observed at small scales
in near-wall engineering studies [Pope, 2000; Bhaganagar
et al., 2004] as well as at larger scales in the surface atmo-
spheric boundary layer [Drobinski and Foster, 2003]. In
both cases, these structures are known as streaky structures
or streaks. The origin and link between streaky structures
of different scales is still an ongoing research issue. It is
however believed that large scale streaky structures are com-
posed of hairpin or horseshoe vortex packets [Adrian et al.,
2000; Hommema and Adrian, 2003]. Furthermore, streaky
structures may result from the surface blocking of the verti-
cal velocity component of impinging eddies [Drobinski and
Foster, 2003; Fesquet et al., 2009], and their size charac-
teristics may depend on the roughness of the surface and
on the boundary layer depth [Drobinski and Foster, 2003;
Bhaganagar et al., 2004]. Hence, the smaller size of the
flow streaky structures observed with increasing wind con-
dition could be explained by the increase of the saltation
roughness length observed in section 3.1. The high sand con-
centration patterns (Figures 9a) correlate mostly with the
high wind speed patterns (Figures 9b). The two-dimensional
Fourier transforms of u at 0.1 m height averaged in time and

over longitudinal wavelengths exhibit well-defined peaks
corresponding to the mean lateral spacing between streaks
(Figure 10b). The positions of these peaks correlate very
well with those from the sand concentration fields when
peaks exist (Figure 10a). On the other hand, in case 6
(highest wind condition), the correlation between the sand
concentration and the wind velocity fields is hardly visible
(Figure 9), although streaky structures are present in the
wind velocity field.

[50] In order to better characterize the correlation between
Cp and u, the mean vertical profiles of the zero time-lag
correlation between both quantities have been computed
following equation (12) for all simulated cases and are pre-
sented in Figure 11a for cases 1 to 6 and in Figure 11b for
cases 2 and 7 to 10.

Rcu(z) =

D
C0p(x, y)u0(x, y, z)

E
rD

C0p(x, y)2
Ep
hu0(x, y, z)2i

(12)

[51] Close to the surface, Cp and u appear anti-correlated
in all cases (negative values of Rcu), high concentration being
correlated with low wind velocity. Although u should be
taken with caution in the first grid cell, we explain this fea-
ture by the momentum extraction from the flow by particles
in high sand concentration regions. In simulations where
individual aeolian streamers were clearly visible (cases 1 to
4), the correlation reaches a significant maximum between
0.1 and 0.2zm height. The magnitude of this maximum as
well as its height decrease with u�s. In the upper saltation
layer (z � 0.6zm), the correlation reaches a constant value
of 0.3 for all cases with �1 = 200�m, independently on
u�s. This indicates that sand concentration is also corre-
lated with large-scale eddies. Note that time-lag correlations
between sand concentration and past streamwise wind veloc-
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Figure 11. Mean vertical profiles of the zero time-lag correlation Rcu between the vertically integrated
sand concentration Cp and the streamwise wind velocity u (z), for cases with various saltation friction
velocities u�s (a) and various soil median particle diameters �1 (b).

ity may show larger correlation magnitude in the upper
saltation layer than the zero time-lag correlations presented
here. Hence, in high wind conditions, the saltation patterns
correlate mostly with large-scale eddies from the upper salta-
tion layer while for low wind conditions they correlate with
both near-surface and large-scale eddies, which is consistent
with the embedded pictures of Baas and Sherman [2005].
With increasing soil median particle diameter, Rcu increases
in the upper saltation layer, to reach values even larger than
that of case 2 with �1 = 200�m. This feature means that
saltation patterns over soils with large particle diameters are
more sensitive to large-scale eddies and less to close-surface
eddies. For soil with small particles (�1 � 100�m), the
correlation is near zero throughout the saltation layer. The
correlation with close-surface eddies is maximum for the soil
with �1 = 200�m.

[52] In order to understand the reason for the sensitivity
of the saltation patterns to different eddy sizes follow-
ing u�s and �1, the particle response time-scale (Tp =
�phdpi

2/ (18�
)) needs to be compared with the lifetime of
the resolved eddies (T�), the ratio between both time scales
defining the Stokes number, St = Tp/T� . In regions where
St << 1, the particles should follow strictly the flow, while
in region where St >> 1, the flow should have a negligi-
ble effect on particle trajectories. Here, T� is deduced from
the ratio between TKE and its dissipation rate �tot, T� =
0.5

D
u02i
E

/�tot [Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994]. The variable �tot

is deduced from the TKE dissipation rate terms of the budget
equation of the mean resolved-scale wind velocity variance,
itself deduced following the procedure described in Stull
[1988], assuming neutral stratification, steady state flow, and
homogeneity in the horizontal directions. Here, �tot includes
the dissipation of TKE by particle drag and the transfer of
TKE between resolved and SGS motions:

�tot =
�˝

u0i u
0

i
˛
–
D
u0i u
0

pi

E� * Q
Vcell

npcellX
p=1

mp

�

f (Rep)
Tp

+

–
�
� 0ij
@u0i
@xj

	
. (13)

[53] Figures 12a and 12b present the profiles of St
obtained within the saltation layer following u�s (cases 1 to
6) and �1 (cases 2 and 7 to 10), respectively. In all cases,
St appears much higher than 1 near the surface, meaning
that particles are not sensitive to local turbulent eddies.
This confirms that SGS eddies have a negligible impact on
particle motions. Then, St decreases rapidly with height,
reaching values lower than 1 above about 0.1zm for cases
with�1 � 200�m, above 0.3–0.4zm for other cases. In these
last cases, the discontinuous profiles of St near the surface
is probably due to the low resolution of the saltation layer.
The decrease of St with z/zm is slower with increasing u�s
while it is similar for �1 � 200�m. In other words, parti-
cles near the surface, i.e., most of the saltating particles, are
increasingly influenced by near-surface eddies with decreas-
ing wind conditions. This last process is accentuated by the
fact that the saltation layer height increases with u�s. This
feature explains (1) that streamers are more visible in low
wind conditions (section 4.2) and (2) that correlation pro-
files between Cp and u exhibit a maximum around 0.1 and
0.2zm for low wind conditions and above 0.6zm for high wind
conditions. The slower vertical decrease of St with increas-
ing u�s is explained by the decrease of the eddy lifetime
as the eddy convection velocity increases and the rate of
eddy dissipation is enhanced with the saltation flux. With
increasing particle diameter, particles become less sensitive
to near-surface eddies as their response time-scales increase.
Hence, streamers are less visible and embedded in a higher
saltation background. On the other hand, sand concentration
fields correlate more with higher wind field as the saltation
height increases, involving eddies with longer lifetime in the
saltation process.

[54] In conclusion, aeolian streamers appear clearly
related to elongated near-surface eddies located in the salta-
tion layer, explaining the sensitivity of streamer size to wind
conditions and soil particle-size distribution.

4.3. Saltation Flux Variability
[55] The interaction between saltating particles and tur-

bulent eddies induces temporal and spatial variabilities of
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Figure 12. Mean vertical profiles of the Stoke number St for cases with (a) various saltation friction
velocities u�s and (b) various soil median particle diameters �1.

the saltation flux. The spatial variability of the saltation flux
has been indirectly observed in the previous section through
the sand concentration fields while the temporal variability
has been observed indirectly in Figure 1 through the
temporal variation of the total number of resolved particles
in the computational domain. Quantifying the variability of
the saltation flux due to the turbulence of flow is impor-
tant in order to assess the uncertainty on flux measurement
related to the flow turbulence. To that purpose, the mean
standard deviation �G of the mean total saltation flux hGtoti
has been estimated from the instantaneous flux such as
�G =

q˝
G02tot

˛
, and its value is presented in Figure 13 as

a function of u�s/u�t for all simulated cases. The standard
deviation of the saltation flux represents about 10% to 20%
of the mean saltation flux, with a maximum for cases 4, 8,
and 10. The decrease of �G for high u�s should be related
to the limited size of our computational domain as salta-
tion processes seem to be influence by larger structures. No
clear tendency of �G appears following the soil particle-
size distribution. Unfortunately, no direct comparable values
of saltation flux variability exist in the literature. Although
Gares et al. [1996], Jackson et al. [2006], and Baas and
Sherman [2006] reported saltation flux variability of about
˙20% – 45% up to ˙200% on sand beaches, these values
(1) referred to percentages above and below the mean flux
recorded from multiple trap arrays instead of standard devi-
ations and (2) they include also variations related to surface
moisture, topography, small-scale roughness elements, and
sand texture, instead of only flow turbulence.

4.4. Limits of Simulations
[56] Before concluding this study, we find it impor-

tant to discuss on the limits of the simulations regarding
the turbulent wind flow within the saltation layer. Indeed,
this region of the flow is very complex due to the large
range of turbulent structure sizes involved in it and to
the high concentration of saltating particles that modu-
lates the turbulence. Evaluating the quality of the sim-
ulations in this region is difficult as measurements are

u*s/u*t
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Figure 13. Standard deviation �G of the saltation flux nor-
malized by the total saltation flux hGtoti as a function of the
saltation friction velocity u�s normalized by the threshold
friction velocity u�t, deduced from the 10 simulated cases.
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almost inexistent due to the difficulty of acquiring data in
such region.

[57] The explicit simulation of turbulent eddies within the
saltation layer is limited by the spatial resolution and size
of our computational domain (see section 2.4). Although
the characteristics of our computational domain have been
chosen in order to resolve the main eddies influencing parti-
cle trajectories, still uncertainties exist (1) on the impact of
subgrid-scale eddies on the resolved eddies, especially near
the surface where the turbulence is mostly subgrid scale and
(2) on the role of large-scale surface-layer eddies on salta-
tion patterns when they impinge onto the surface. For the
highest wind condition case as well as for the cases with
smallest (�1 = 90�m) and largest (�1 = 400�m) particles,
we probably reached the limits of our computational domain.
Indeed, with small particles, small saltation patches were
observed instead of elongated patterns as particles respond
to smaller eddies. With large particles or high wind condi-
tion, aeolian streamers appear longer and larger, embedded
in large structures that scale with the computational domain.
In these cases, particles may certainly be sensitive to larger-
scale eddies that could not be simulated here due to the
limited size of the computational domain.

[58] The presence of high sand concentration regions in
the saltation layer, as observed in simulations with high wind
condition and small particles, has a strong impact on the flow
as it modulates the turbulence. This turbulence modulation
is still a research issue in multiphase flows, and it may be
more complex than a simple turbulence reduction as con-
sidered in our model. Mechanisms of turbulence production
or distortion may also occur here as in dispersed multiphase
flows [Balachandar and Eaton, 2010]. Additionally, high
sand concentration regions increase the probability of inter-
particle collisions, a mechanism that was not considered in
this study. Inter-particle collisions are certainly not negligi-
ble in strong saltation events and should be considered in the
future version of the model. On the other hand, in low wind
conditions, saltation is weaker and is very spatially intermit-
tent as shown by the presence of individual aeolian streamer
surrounded by regions of low or no sand transport. The pro-
cess of particle aerodynamic entrainment from the surface
is probably not negligible in low wind conditions as strong
intermittent gusts reaching the surface could produce intense
bursts of blowing sand.

[59] Despite these limits and the fact that turbulent struc-
tures simulated by the LES should be taken with caution
close to the surface, the mean characteristics of the salta-
tion process simulated by the present model such as the
saltation roughness length and the saltation flux, are in
relative good agreement with previous studies. Regard-
ing the intermittency of saltation, for low and moderate
wind conditions and for soils with median particle diam-
eters around 200�m, the spatial sizes of aeolian stream-
ers are of the same order as those measured by Baas
and Sherman [2005] from a field experiment. Furthermore,
streamers become embedded in large-scale saltation pat-
terns with increasing wind conditions as observed by Baas
and Sherman [2005]. These results give us confidence in
the ability of the present model to simulate quite accu-
rately the interaction between turbulent eddies and salta-
tion processes. We showed clearly that the turbulence of
the flow drives the intermittency of the saltation process,

meaning that saltating particles do not respond only to
the mean flow. This first attempt to simulate the intermit-
tency of the saltation appears therefore meaningful and very
encouraging for simulating, in the future, saltation in more
heterogeneous conditions.

5. Conclusions
[60] A new saltation model fully coupled with a Large

Eddy Simulation (LES) airflow model has been developed
in order to simulate and understand the complete interac-
tion between the saltation process and the turbulent eddy
structures of the flow. The model has been applied on a
flat erodible soil for various wind velocity conditions and
various soil particle-size distributions. The model was able
to simulate a well-developed saltation layer where an aver-
age equilibrium was reached between the lower wind flow
and the saltation flux. The main characteristics of the salta-
tion layer (saltation roughness length, saltation flux, particle
momentum flux) and their sensitivity to the wind conditions
were qualitatively and quantitatively consistent with previ-
ous observations. We further observed that the height of
the saltation layer increases with wind conditions (i.e., u�s),
similarly as the model prediction of Kok and Renno [2009]
and recent wind-tunnel and field observations of Dong et al.
[2006] and [Dong et al., 2012], respectively, but weaker than
the initial suggestion of Bagnold [1941] and Owen [1964]
who predicted an increase proportional to u2

�s instead of
u�s here.

[61] The explicit simulation of the flow turbulent eddies
allowed us to show the impact of such structures on the salta-
tion process, meaning that saltating particles do not respond
only to the mean flow. We observed in particular the for-
mation of aeolian streamers in most of our simulations. To
our knowledge, such structures have never been simulated
before. Individual streamers were mostly visible for low to
high wind conditions with u�s � 0.93 m s–1 and intermedi-
ate soil median particle diameter (around 200�m). For very
high wind conditions (u�s � 1 m s–1) and extreme saltat-
ing particle diameters (lower than 100�m or higher than
400�m), the resolution and size of our computation was
probably not adapted to simulate streamers explicitly. Never-
theless, a remarkable similarity has been observed between
the streamers simulated by our model and those identified
by Baas and Sherman [2005] from a field experiment. The
streamer sizes were of the same order of magnitude. Further-
more, we both observed that streamers become embedded
in larger structures with increasing wind conditions. On
the other hand, the streamer sizes (longitudinal and lat-
eral spacing) were observed to decrease with increasing
wind velocity in our simulations while Baas and Sherman
[2005] observed no dependence between streamers size and
the mean flow characteristics. In fact, this discrepancy may
simply be related to the identification/definition of stream-
ers that become more complex in high wind condition as
they are embedded in large-scale saltation patterns. The
streamer sizes were also observed to increase with soil
particle diameters.

[62] From a correlation analysis, we confirmed previous
thoughts of Baas and Sherman [2005] that aeolian stream-
ers are related to elongated near-surface eddies located in
the saltation layer. This link between aeolian streamers and
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turbulent eddies explains the sensitivity of streamer size to
wind conditions and soil particle-size distribution. Indeed,
the size of turbulent eddies is influenced by the main charac-
teristics of the saltation layer such as the saltation roughness
length and the total saltation flux that change with wind
condition and soil particle-size distribution. Additionally,
saltation patterns are less sensitive to the lower eddies of the
saltation layer with increasing wind conditions and soil par-
ticle diameters (90 � �1 � 400�m) as the eddy lifetime
decreases within the saltation layer and the particle response
time increases with particle diameter. This attenuation of
saltating particle sensitivity to lower eddies emphasizes the
impact of large eddies on saltation patterns, accentuated by
the increase of the saltation layer height. The intermittency
of the saltation flux associated to these saltation patterns was
estimated as 10% to 20% of the mean saltation flux.

[63] Since high sand concentration regions were corre-
lated with high wind velocity regions, we suspect that
streamers observed in our simulations are initiated by splash-
ing process of particles carried by near-surface eddies. As
elevated particles are accelerated by wind gusts, when they
reach the surface, they have more energy than other par-
ticles, and so they eject more particles with more energy.
Hence, streamers can be seen as the visual footprint of
past turbulent eddies. The suggestion of Baas and Sherman
[2005] that aeolian streamers form from near-surface gusts
reaching the surface and initiating saltation along their path
could not be verified here as the process of particle aerody-
namic entrainment from the surface was not considered in
the simulations.

[64] In the future, the LES model developed in this study
could be used in heterogeneous configurations such as com-
plex terrain or in presence of vegetation in order to better
understand saltation process in real environment. This model
could be also extended to dust particles by accounting for
the ejection of dust particles resulting from sandblasting.

Appendix A: Subgrid-Scale Model
[65] The conservation equation for the SGS turbulent

kinetic energy e writes:
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where 
th and 
tv are the horizontal and vertical eddy viscosi-
ties, �3� is the subgrid heat flux, � is the dissipation rate of
SGS TKE via the inertial eddy cascade, Tp (= �pd2

p/ (18�
))
is the particle response time, TL (= 4e/3C0� where C0 is
the Lagrangian constant) is the Lagrangian correlation time
scale. See Dupont et al. [2010] for further information on the
parameterizations of 
th, 
tv, �3� and �.

[66] The terms on the right-hand side of equation (A1)
represent, respectively, the dynamic shear production term,
the turbulent transport term, the buoyancy production term,
the dissipation term via the inertial eddy cascade and the
dissipation rate of SGS TKE through work against particle

drag. The latter represents the energy-loss process that accel-
erates the dissipation of turbulence in the saltation layer. It is
modeled similarly as in Vinkovic et al. [2006].
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